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0. Introduction. Homeo+ίS1) denotes the group of all orientation preserving
homeomorphisms of the circle S1. Its universal covering group Homeo + ίS1) is identified
with the group of all orientation preserving homeomorphisms of R which commute
with the translation by 1. Let PL + (Sfl) be the subgroup of Homeo + OS1) each element
of which satisfies the following:

(1) /is a piecewise linear homeomorphism of R.
(2) The set of all non-differentiable points of/has no accumulation point in R.

We put PL+(S1)=p(PL+(S1)), where the map p: Homeo + iS^^Homeo+iS1) is the
universal covering projection. For any aeR, the translation Ta: /?-•/? by a belongs to
PL + OS1). Hence the rotation Ra=p(Ta) of S1 (aeR) belongs to PL+OS1). Namely

For any element /eHomeo+(S*), the following invariants were introduced in
[E-H-N].

xeR

We note that m(Ta) = m(Ta) = a for any aeR. In [E-H-N], the following theorem was
proved:

THEOREM (Eisenbud-Hirsch-Neumann). Let / be an element 0/Homeo+(ίS
rl). /

can be written as a product ofk{>\) commutators of elements o/Homeo+ίS1) if and
only if m(J)<2k-\ andm(f)>l-2k.

In this paper, we consider the PL-version of this theorem. First we show that the
theorem with Homeo+ίS1) simply replaced by PL+tS1) does not hold. Indeed, we have
the following theorem by using a property of the leaf holonomy of a transversely PL-
foliation (see §1).

THEOREM 1. There exists an element / G P L + ( 5 ' 1 ) such that
(1) m<J)<\ and m(J)>-\,
(2) fis not a commutator in

On the other hand, we can prove the following theorem by using the method in
[Min].
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THEOREM 2. Let Ta be a translation of R. Ta can be written as a product ofk>\

commutators of elements of PL+(S1) if and only if\a\<2k—\.

We note that the condition | a \ < 2k — 1 is equivalent to the condition "m(Ta) <2k—l

and m(Ta)> 1 — 2k". Therefore Theorem 2 says that for every translation Ta (aeR), a

theorem of Eisenbud-Hirsch-Neumann type holds in PL+ίS1). Applying Theorem 2 to

translations by integers, we get the following PL-version of a theorem due to Milnor

[Mil] and Wood [Wo]:

THEOREM 3. Let Σ be an oriented closed surface of genus > 1 and E a circle bundle

over Σ with the structural group Homeo+ίS 1). Then the following two conditions are

equivalent:

(1) I cu(E) I < I χ(Σ) |, where χ(Σ) is the Euler characteristic of Σ,

(2) E is induced by a representation φ : πί(Σ)^PL+(S1).

1. Leaf holonomy of codimension-one transversely PL-foliation. Let 3* be a

codimension-one, transversely PL-foliation on an ra-dimensional closed manifold M.

That is, there exists a finite family {(Uh </>;)};= i,...,M which satisfies the following four

conditions:

(1) {)UVi = M.

(2) φi:(Uh^\Ui)^(Dm~1x(ahbil{^m~1x{y}}yeiai,bi)) for e v e r y ^<i<n, is a
foliation-preserving homeomorphism. Here Dm~x denotes the compact unit disk
of J T " 1 .

(3) If t/jΠ UjΦ0 (1 <i<j<n), then there exists a simple foliation chart ((/, φ) such

that ί/=> Uι u Uj. Here a foliation chart ((/, φ) is simple if it satisfies the condition (2).

(4) For every coordinate transformation φ{ oφj1= (fip yfj ), there exists an element

gePL(R) such that yfJ = ̂  on the domain of ytj. Here PL(/?) denotes the group of

piecewise linear homeomorphism of R.

EXAMPLE. Let TV be a topological manifold and φ: π1(iV)^PL(*S'1) a homo-

morphism. π^N) acts on the universal covering space N and on S1 through φ then

on NxS1. This last action preserves the foliation <^ = {Nxt}teSi of NxS1. Then

the quotient manifold Nxφ S1=π1(N)\(Nx S1) has the foliation ^ φ induced by J*\

which is a codimension-one, transversely PL-foliation. (Nxφ S1, JFΦ) is called a

suspension foliation of φ.

Let M, J^, L and {(Uh φd)i=ι,- ,n be as above and L e ^ a leaf. For every loop

in L, the associated holonomy can be written as a composite of yf/s. The following

proposition plays an important role in the proof of Theorem 1.

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let M, ̂ ,Land{{Uh φi)}i=ί...nbe as above. Then there exists a

compact set K in L which satisfies the following condition: For every loop σ: [0, 1] -+L — K

and every representation yσ = 7ioi1 ° y i l i 2 ° yίfcίo of the holonomy associated to the loop σ,
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φ\r

o(σ(0)) is a differentiable point of yσ. Here φY = πi°φi and πt: Dm~ι x (ai9 6i)->(αi, bt)

is the natural projection.

PROOF. For every yip its graph has at most finitely many non-differentiable points,
which we denote by

We define a compact set K by

κ=( U φϊ
\ί<ij<n

lll

Then KnL is the required compact set.

A leaf of a codimension-one foliation is said to be without one-sided holonomy if
for every loop in the leaf, the associated holonomy germ is either trival or nontrivial
on both sides.

PROPOSITION 1.2. Let M, J*, Land{(Uh φd]i = i,-,n

 o e a s above. Suppose that L is

homeomorphic to NxR for some topological manifold N. For every loop σ: [0, 1]-*L

and every representation yσ = yioiί °yiίi2° '' 'yiki0 of the holonomy associated to the loop

σ, φ(σ(0)) is a differ entiable point ofyσ. Especially the leafL is without one-sided holonomy.

PROOF. Let K be as in Proposition 1.1. Since L = NxR, every loop in L is free
homotopic to a loop in L — K. For any two free homotopic loops in L, the associated
holonomies are germinally PL-conjugate to each other. Moreover a differentiability of
a PL-map of/? at the fixed points is invariant under PL-conjugations. Then Proposition
1.1 completes the proof.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Define/ b ^ePL+0S 1 ) as in Figure 1. Here —
— 1/4, c = 9/16, the left derivative of/Ί at c is not equal to 1 and the right derivative
of 7i at c is equal to 1.

By construction, [fu gj(3/4) = b. Then we have 71

2°[/1,01](3/4) = 2 + 6. Since
0<T2°UΊ, 0i](3/4)- 3/4< 1, we have

and

To prove the theorem, it is enough to show that T2 ° [/l9 g{\ is not a commutator of

Suppose it is a commutator. Then there exist/2, ^ e P L + OS1) such that

Let Σ be a closed surface of genus 2. The fundamental group πx(Σ) is presented as

π1(Γ) = <α1,j81,α2,/?2 |[α1,i81]#[α2,/ί2] = l>.
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FIGURE 1

Then we can define a homomorphism φ: π1(Σ)-^PL(S1) by relations (/>(αf) =/>(/!),
Φ(βd=P(βi) (i= h 2). Indeed, the fact [/l9 tfJCΛ, #2] = Γ_2 guarantees that the map
φ is a well-defined homomorphism. For the suspension foliation (Eφ, ^φ) of φ, Eφ is
a foliated circle bundle over Σ. The Euler number e u ^ ) of Eφ is equal to 2 by the
algorithm of Milnor ([Mil, Lemma 2], [Wo, Lemma 2.1]), that is, Qu(Eφ) = χ(Σ). Since
eu(2iφ) = 2 ̂ 0, 3F'φ has no compact leaf. Then every leaf of 3Fφ is homeomorphic to R2

or S1 x /?.([Gh, Thm. 3]). We identify a typical fiber of Eφ with S1. By the construction
of φ, the leaf Lpic) through p{c) is with one-sided holonomy. On the other hand, the
leaf Lp(c) is without one-sided holonomy by Proposition 1.2, a contradiction. This
completes the proof of Theorem 1.

2. Proof of Theorem 2.

PROPOSITION 2.1 ([Min]). Let Γ be a group and f, g elements of Γ. For every
integer k> 1, [/, gγk~γ can be written as a product ofk commutators of Γ.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. The "if" part was proved in [E-H-N]. We here prove the
"only if" part.

For any real number x> 1, we define Fx9 Gx: [0, (x+1)2]-•[(), (x+1)2] by
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(jt+l)2

xy-(x-l)(x+\)2 if

xy if ^ G [ 0 , X + 1 ] ,

-hi)2 if

Fx(y) =

Gx(y) =

Using i^, Gx, we have homeomorphsms fx, gx: R-+R which satisfy the following two

conditions (see Figure 2):

0 ) Λ:|[0,(x+l)2] = ^c> #Jc|[0,(x+l)2] = Gx>

(2) / x , gx commute with T(x+ί)2.

By construction, fx and ^ x satisfy the following relation:

By a straightforward calculation, we have

Taking a conjugation of fx,gx,Tι_x by the multiplication map Λf1/(JC+1)2 :/?-•/?,

^i/(x+i)2θ ;)=> ;/(Λ :+ 02» W ^ have that Γ{(1 _ x ) / ( 1 + x ) } 2 (x> 1) is a commutator of PL+OS1).

This implies that for every real number b e R (| b \ < 1), the translation Tb is a commutator

of PL + tS 1 ) . If a real number α satisfies \a\<2k— 1 for some integer &>1, then

I a/(2k-1) I < 1. Therefore, the translation Γα = (Γ α / ( 2 k _ 1 ) )
2 f c ~ x can be written as a prod-

uct of h commutators of PL+ίS 1 ) by Proposition 2.1. This completes the proof of

Theorem 2.
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